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We are a talented group of digital strategists here to help
your business innovate and grow. We want to become a
part of your organization and work side by side with you
to achieve more than you ever thought possible.
Our clients have a broad range of objectives, but what unites them
is a belief that digital transformation is vital to the future of their
business. We’re here to help you build that future. We can help you:
Become an authoritative and visible source of information
and expertise online.

Jonathan Allen
Co-Founder, President

Build best-in-class websites and brand assets on a
competitive budget.
Cultivate, track, and capitalize on deeper digital
relationships with prospects and customers.
Clarify and align your brand with your
company's values.
All businesses and brands have the ideas, knowledge,
and insights at their disposal to do all of these things.

Cooper Pickett
Co-Founder, CEO

The issue is that the people most qualified to tell their business’
story — the founders and executives who know what makes their
brand tick —also have to run their business.
If you perceive a gap between what you want to say and
what you are saying, L&T is here to close it.
L&T’s team of journalists, editors, SEO experts, marketing
strategists, designers, and developers get your ideas out of
your head, onto the page, and broadcast to the world.
Try us out — we think you’ll enjoy the experience of
working together.

Remy Bernstein
COO

Our Clients

Suranjan Shome
CEO, Epiphany Management Group
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BRAND PUBLISHING
L&T’s brand journalists serve as an extension of your marketing department.
Think of yourself as your new publication’s Editor-in-Chief, and of us as your
Managing Editor and newsroom. We’ll translate your expertise into a stream of
compelling commentary for your target audience and generate meaningful new
organic rankings and results in the process.

Brian Manning
CDO, Centric Digital

Similar to an agency of record, L&T's brand journalists serve as writers of
record to take a brand's unique point of view and turn it into thoughtful,
custom editorial strategies. The voice they helped us develop has
become a focal point of Centric Digital's marketing activities.

What We Do

Identify the Conversations
that Matter to Your Business

Write Like the
Experts

Manage the
Publication

Interview subject matter experts
inside your organization, conduct
keyword research and social
listening, and create custom
editorial beats for your brand.

Publish thoughtful, wellresearched articles that start
meaningful business
conversations and build
long-term value in
organic search.

Provide 100% transparency into
a collaborative editorial process,
develop and manage approval
workflows, and measure the
impact of publishing on the
entire business.

What We’ve Achieved

$5 MILLION

in sales attributed to brand publishing for
a client in the medical marketing space.

2,600 NEW
CUSTOMERS

0 TO 20,000 SITE
VISITS PER MONTH

acquired for a client in the insurance
space through daily publishing.

as a result of publishing for a
heavy industry client.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Your digital presence is your best advertising, and we make sure your audience
likes what they see. From concept to completion, L&T partners with organizations
through all stages of digital transformation: design thinking, rebranding, building
new websites, launching new product lines or companies, and more.

Chris McGarry
Director for Entrepreneurship
Columbia University

L&T has transformed our approach to digital and established
the Columbia Entrepreneurship brand as an influencer in our
space. Their professionalism and ability to execute multiple
initiatives simultaneously has always exceeded my expectations.

What We Do

Apply Design Thinking
to Your Brand

Develop Mobile-First,
Future-Proof
Web Properties

Bring Your Message
to Market

We work to understand your
business and market and then
develop design principles and a
consistent visual language for
your brand.

Our agile development team
efficiently prototypes, develops,
and launches best-in-class
websites. Our creative team takes
these beautiful properties and
turns them into digital hubs of
industry insight with search-led
copywriting and editorial.

We build custom sales and
marketing workflows, develop
cornerstone pieces of collateral,
and launch social media and
digital ad campaigns to get the
word out about your new brand.

What We’ve Achieved

A U.S. PRESENCE
IN 90 DAYS

We helped an Israeli startup complete a total
rebrand, build a new website, and develop a
go-to-market strategy for the United States
in just three months.

THREE LANGUAGES,
SIX WEEKS

We developed a custom digital storytelling
format for the UN Development Program and
launched in three languages in just six weeks.

FORTUNE 1000
REBRAND

Following an acquisition, we built a new website for a
financial services company that dramatically improved
access to web-based services for investors and users
of the company’s financial products.
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SEO & BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
L&T combines available data about your business with third-party research and analytics
to develop custom marketing strategies across all channels. We integrate search, site
analytics, social media, and sales data to prioritize digital areas of need, inform strategies
for improvement, and track progress against key KPIs. We gear all of our efforts towards
driving customer behavior and business outcomes.

Norma Berry
VP of Digital Marketing
Denihan Hospitality Group

L&T has implemented a sophisticated, impactful search-led content
program for Affinia Hotels and successfully mapped their editorial
strategy to internal sales insights. Their flexibility, can-do attitude,
and digital smarts separate their team from many others I’ve worked
with. They've gotten the Affinia brand in front of hundreds of
thousands of people we wouldn't have reached otherwise.

What We Do

Identify Opportunities and
Content Gaps

Write Laser-Focused
Content

Make Continuous
Improvements

We analyze your site and the
broader search market in your
industry to identify high-value
topics and rankings.

We develop rich, authoritative
content and adhere to SEO best
practices in order to gain new
rankings and customers for your
business.

We build custom analytics
dashboards to measure the
performance of our content in
real-time and constantly refine
editorial and marketing
strategies according to the
latest insights.

What We’ve Achieved

250,000 ADDITIONAL
MONTHLY VISITS

2 MILLION
NEW USERS

from organic search for a major
retail brand.

for a mobile platform as a result of a successfully
executed content, business intelligence, and
SEO program.

43% INCREASE IN WEBSITE
CONVERSIONS

for a client in the medical space as a
result of site architecture changes and
improved calls-to-action.
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
& DIGITAL PR
L&T partners with executives and SMEs to develop compelling perspectives on
the topics that matter to your audience and establish your brand as a leading
voice in your space. By building a body of published work in trade and nationally
recognized publications, we not only grow the personal brands of your
executives, but start relevant sales conversations, too.

John Pierce
Head of Recruitment
Stifel Financial

Working within the tight regulations of the financial services industry, L&T has
collaborated seamlessly with our compliance and marketing teams to ensure
the end product is not only in the “Stifel voice,” but also reflects the rigorous
standards of our business. A true partner, L&T has significantly expanded the
reach of the Stifel brand and created new business opportunities for our
financial advisors to leverage.

Articles Published In:

What We Do

Conduct
Interviews

Develop Original
Perspectives

Spark
Conversations

No one knows your market as well
as you do. We interview the SMEs
at your business so that we can
write articles just like you thought
them up.

We conduct original research to
support the perspectives
expressed in interviews and add
depth, data, and conviction to the
articles we produce.

We work tirelessly to find venues
for your articles in trade press
and name brand publications.
Once published, we promote
these pieces on social media
and monitor the conversations
they start.

What We’ve Achieved

HUNDREDS

of client placements to date.

50,000+ PAGE VIEWS

on top-performing placements.

40+ REGULAR COLUMNS

established for clients in trade press.
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DIGITAL STORYTELLING
We create custom digital experiences and offer multimedia storytelling through videos,
infographics, custom animations, and mobile-first formats. These stories drive deeper
engagement with your content and create “viral moments” for the brands that invest in
them. Our cutting-edge digital storytelling product is a timeless asset that brands use
to drive value over the long-term.

Michael Bruh
COO, Acronym

L&T creates custom digital stories at scale for a number of our clients.
A professional team dedicated to getting results and meeting deadlines,
they have delivered for clients of ours in a diverse array of industries. We
liked their product and team so much that we’ve asked them to consult on
our own content strategy and to contribute to our broader marketing efforts.

What We Do

Design Thinking
and UX

Editorial and
Animation

Development
and Launch

L&T develops customized
storytelling formats that
showcase the most important
stories our clients want to tell.

Our creative team develops
the written narrative and
accompanying graphics
and animations that bring
the story to life.

Our development team
executes the plan for each
story with a modern web
stack that is responsive
and built for optimal mobile
experiences.

What We’ve Achieved

SIX WEEKS

to design and develop a custom,
mobile-first digital story.

3 LANGUAGE
VERSIONS

THOUSANDS OF
SOCIAL SHARES

built in parallel with UX development.

of the United Nations’ One Ocean
digital story in one week.
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PREMIUM CONTENT
We create white papers, ebooks, case studies, infographics, and interactive content
that serve as cornerstones of your organization’s marketing and customer acquisition
strategies. We do the heavy lifting of interviewing, research, copywriting, design, and
development of this collateral in close collaboration with your SMEs, sales reps, and
marketing team so that the content is guaranteed to hit the mark.

Andrea Gronberg
VP of Marketing, Hoonuit

L&T is the most flexible digital marketing partner I’ve ever worked with —
they truly feel like an extension of our team and have developed an
impressive library of bottom-of-the-funnel “premium content.” Converting
visitors into contacts was a major challenge for our team, and L&T’s
performance in helping us overcome it was flawless. More visitors to our
website now complete the buyer journey than we ever thought possible.

What We Do

Research and
Writing

Layout and
Design

Landing Page
Development

Got the kernel of an idea? We’ll
transform it into a full-fledged
position paper, sales handout,
ebook, or infographic —
complete with stats, quotes,
and original perspectives.

We put the “premium” in content
with immersive graphic design and
smart layout intended to surface
the most interesting things you
have to say.

We bring your audience from the
bottom of the funnel to the top of
your call sheet with custom-built
landing pages optimized for
conversion and search.

What We’ve Achieved

100,000+

HUNDREDS

OVER $2 MILLION

leads generated for clients across
dozens of industries and verticals.

of original pieces of premium interactive
content produced and designed to date.

in new business generated for a B2B client
through white paper downloads and lead
nurturing campaigns.
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INBOUND MARKETING
MANAGEMENT
L&T’s team of digital strategists can help you make the most of your marketing
stack. We are expert users of Hubspot, Pardot, and Salesforce Marketing Cloud,
among others. We align our clients’ marketing programs (and our own publishing
strategies) with industry best practices to get better results from today’s tools
and platforms.

Stephanie Cornell
Director of Marketing
Midwest Industrial Supply

L&T consistently demonstrates an exceptional ability to manage our full
marketing stack and make it work harder for our business. In addition to their
oversight of our seamless transition to the HubSpot platform, they cover all
our bases — blog, case studies, marketing workflows, you name it. We’ve
been publishing daily for the past 3 years and our traffic, leads, and influence
in our industry have all grown dramatically thanks to L&T!

What We Do

Conversion
Optimization

CRM
Implementation

Lead
Nurturing

We make UX and design
improvements to the frontend of
your website to keep users on the
page and maximize conversions.

We make your marketing stack
work better by mapping your tools’
functionality to website
performance, user behavior, and
the content we produce.

We build and manage lead
tracking and nurturing programs
across all business units. We
create custom marketing
workflows to maximize the value
of every lead for your business.

What We’ve Achieved

300% INCREASE
IN MONTHLY MQLs

as a result of one year of inbound
marketing with L&T.

100% INCREASE IN
CONVERSION RATE

through the implementation of
custom lead nurture workflows.

$3 MILLION IN
NEW BUSINESS

generated through HubSpot lead nurturing
for a healthcare technology client.
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SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY
& MANAGEMENT
Our creative team of social media managers, designers, and writers transform your
social media channels into regular streams of vibrant content that delight and
engage your customers and fans. We’ve achieved radical results by pairing creative
and clever content with organic and paid growth strategies and proprietary
technology proven to grow audiences and engagement across channels.

Jessica Lee
Managing Director, Marketing
University of Southern California

I am impressed with L&T’s work, sophistication, and exceptional customer
service. It has been a pleasure collaborating with their team to increase
traffic to our website and as part of a robust social media marketing campaign.

What We Do

Listening and
Monitoring

Curation and
Custom Graphics

Targeted Social
Advertising

We proactively identify trending
topics in your space and map
them to our editorial strategy so
that your content captures the
right audiences in the moment.

We make thought leadership and
industry expertise look sexy by
turning insights and statistics into
original graphics and quote
call-outs.

We leverage the advanced
targeting capabilities of
platforms like LinkedIn and
Facebook so that your content
reaches the audiences that
matter most to your organization.

What We’ve Achieved

FROM 100
TO 10,000

Twitter followers earned for Columbia
University’s Entrepreneurship Program.

20,000+
PAGE VIEWS

30,000 LINKEDIN
FOLLOWERS

of Facebook content created for
the NAACP.

gained for a top executive in the
financial services space.
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING
STRATEGY & MANAGEMENT
We develop custom multi-channel campaigns across social, Google AdWords, and display
channels to drive optimal results for our clients. We do the hard work of tying digital metrics
to business outcomes, continuously tracking performance in real-time, and making the little
adjustments that make a big difference. Our promise: to spend every dollar of your ad
budget as carefully as we would if it were our own.

Louis Deering
Senior Digital Marketing Manager
Star Tribune

L&T is always on. Their strategies are responsive and agile, and I’ve been hugely
impressed with their knowledge of digital. When you hire L&T, you're hiring a team
of A-players for your marketing department.

What We Do

Comprehensive
Keyword Research

Multi-Channel
Campaign Strategy

Performance Optimization
And Reporting

Invest in the best opportunities
for your brand to rank and your
business to convert.

Don’t hire an AdWords agency.
L&T works to understand the ins
and outs of your business in order
to make smarter contextual
decisions about targeting
and spend.

“Set it and forget it” is a four-letter
word at L&T. We regularly report
on successes and stumbling
blocks while simultaneously
seeking out every possible
area for improvement.

What We’ve Achieved

OVER $3 MILLION
IN NEW BUSINESS

2 MILLION TARGETED
ADS SERVED

through PPC and LinkedIn
ad management.

as part of a coordinated financial services
recruitment campaign.

50% DECREASE IN COST PER
ACQUIRED CUSTOMER

in the first 3 months of a $250,000/year
AdWords campaign.
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EMAIL MARKETING
& LEAD GENERATION
We merge first- and third-party data to develop exhaustive prospect lists and custom
outreach strategies for our clients. We take a unique approach to demand generation by
supplementing our email marketing efforts with curated editorial content to achieve
impressive results.

Scott Delbango
Marketing Manager
Precise Leads

Working with L&T has significantly raised my expectations of what’s possible in
a vendor relationship. They’ve worked closely with our department to develop
a stellar email marketing product that is leaps and bounds ahead of
our competition.

John

Yes, Let’s Meet

Beth

Can You Do A Call on Wednesday Next Week?

Louis

So Glad You Reached Out.

Sally

Are You Free This Afternoon?

What We Do

List Building &
Data Mining

Campaign
Setup & Launch

Lead Qualifying, A/B
Testing, & Optimization

We collect as much information as
possible on your target audience
and build extensive prospect
databases.

We act as an extension of your
sales team and develop custom
templates and email series
designed for maximum
engagement and response rate.

We track results, manage your
inbox, and deliver a fresh stack
of leads for your sales team to
pursue. Who says marketing and
sales can’t get along?

What We’ve Achieved

OVER 100,000

100% PROSPECT
COVERAGE

OVER $2 MILLION IN
NEW REVENUE

high-value prospects identified for
our clients.

for an EdTech client through direct
email outreach.

acquired for a 3-year-old startup
via email marketing.
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L&T MEDIA LAB
The media lab brings animated videos to life, develops original podcasts, live
streams events, and showcases your work and product inside innovative user
experiences online. The media lab is where L&T comes to play, and we use it to
develop rich, immersive content for our clients in a variety of industries.

Jonathan Catley
Director of Sales & Marketing
MD Connect

You won’t find a more creative firm than L&T. Their team has
planned and executed new media projects that have become a
focal point of my advertising and sales campaigns.

What We Do

Animated
Videos

Podcasts &
Sound Studio

Live-Streamed
Events

We create original graphics and
animations to bring our clients’
stories to life and create
compelling explainer videos for
their products and services.

We offer in-depth reporting and
produce long-form podcasts and
audiobooks to better tell our
clients’ stories.

Our team of web journalists
attend your meetups and
conferences and provide live,
video-based coverage and
social media curation. We even
plan and execute events if you
need a helping hand.

What We’ve Achieved

MILLIONS

HUNDREDS

DOZENS

of viewers and listeners reached.

of live streams produced and promoted
for trade press, client websites, and
social channels.

of events covered and hosted on behalf of
our clients on all social channels.

ABOUT L&T
L&T’s digital strategists, designers, and
content creators help brands, nonprofits,
and organizations execute a range of digital
initiatives. We partner with companies large
and small to make the web work harder for
their businesses.
Our data-driven approach and creative work are
geared towards the cultivation of deeper digital
relationships between your company and
influential partners, clients, and prospects.
We transform company blogs into sophisticated
trade publications. We curate insights that
establish your brand as an influential and
authoritative voice in your space and drive
meaningful digital engagement with the people
that matter most to your business.
The future of your industry is digital.
We can help you lead it.

CONTACT US
NEW YORK
25 Broadway
New York, NY 10004
ST. LOUIS
911 Washington Ave
St. Louis, MO 63101
BILBAO
Paseo Landabarri Nº 1
Bilbao, Spain 48940
CONTACT@LANDT.CO

